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Money everywhere and· not .a.,4,11~r ~c, ~P:ih~ 
movies with my boyfriend rather than go · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · 
BY DAVID YONKMAN 
STAFF WRITER 
Grand Valley sophomore Emily Brewer's car broke down last month. To pay for the repair, she 
was forced to charge it to her credit card. 
"This is the first time that I've needed to 
carry a balance since I got my credit card," 
said Brewer. 
Brewer received scholarships and grants 
for school, but they barely cover the cost 
of tution, much less other ordinary 
expenses like. car repairs. She works 10 
hours per week in a work-study job as a 
gallery guard at the Calder Fine . Arts 
Center; a job which pays minimum wage. 
· "I have many, many loans," said Brewer. 
"I live day to day mainly by loans, but my · 
parents help me when they can." 
Like most GVSU students, Brewer has a 
difficult time making her income match 
her expenses. 
"I can usually manage," said Brewer. 
"But when something happens like my car 
breaking down, it drains my income." 
To combat large expenses like -her car 
repair, she quickly learned some strategies 
to help ffi:llke her money last. 
quickly. 
"One thing 
':! that I do is I 
J won't carry 
~ money . onto 
~: campus," saj9 
; Brewer. "f f · I 
have money in 
· my pocket 
; while at school, 
~ I spend it on 
'.i candy or sodas. 
~- · i>l"-""~;~·x'.-And that kills 
.~f;li}I)',,.,,-,,;- y ocketbo k 
····  "''· ··'-'" · · m p o 
"I always comparison-shop when 
buying groceries," said Brewer. "Even if 
something is ten cents cheaper, I'll buy it. 
"Another way I save money is I rent 
to a show at a theater." 
Students like Brewer have a more 
difficult time managing money than their 
counterparts of 17 years ago. The average 
cost of attending Grand Valley for a 
resident in 1979 was $3,470; for a 
commuter it was $2,470. 
Today, the average cost for a resident 
student is $8,920 and the average cost for 
a commuting student is $5,480. 
Tuition at Grand Valley increased nearly 
three times as fast as household income 
and more than three times the inflation rate 
in 14 years, according to a General 
Accounting Office report published by the 
Grand Rapids Press on Aug. 29. 
If the same rate of inflation were' 
applied to fast food and video games, a 
McDonald's cheeseburger would cost 
$1.26 and a Nintendo Entertainment 
System would cost $250. 
"Students need to take whatever steps 
are necessary to manage their money 
wisely," said Ken Fridsma, financial aid 
director at GVSU. 
'There are really only two ways to go in 
a tight money situation," said Fridsma. 
"You can increase income or decrease 
expenses." 
Fridsma advises students to budget their 
money, and know where it goes. 
He tells students to ask themselves three 
questions when making a purchase: 
I. Do I want it? 
2: Do I needit?·-
3. Can I afford it? 
Fridsma suggests a few cost-cutting 
strategies for low-budget students: 
• Stay out of malls. 
• Find one or more roommates to lower 
rent. 
• Find cheaper housing. 
• Eat with roommates instead of 
separately. 
•Watch for sales and clip coupons. 
Fridsma also tells students to buy low-
cost, nutritious foods, such as: 
• Pasta/ Spaghetti 
• Peanut Butter and Jelly 
• Potatoes 
• Beans 
"Whenever you go home for the 
weekend, raid your parent's pantry. That 
alone will knock a substantial portion off 
of your food bill,"' said Fridsmie ~ 
David Zimmer, ·a· comhtuting junior at 
GVSU, works 30 hours per week at a 
restaurant in Coopersville. He says his car 
is his all-round biggest expenditure. 
"The scholarships and loans weren't 
enough to make my car payment, 
insurance, and gas. Plus, I crashed my car 
a couple of months ago. Between my car 
repair and the ticket from the accident, I 
was financially drained." 
Like Brewer, Zimmer puts a majority of 
his purchases on a credit card. "Carrying a 
balance is eating away at my paycheck 
every week," said Zimmer. "But I couln't 
get along without it." · 
One way he saves money is by drinking 
at home rather than a bar. "On the 
weekends, I could spend $50 a night easily 
at a bar when beer is $2.50 a bottle." 
"Instead, my friends and I chip in on a 
case of beer and spend the night at home 
playing poker," said Zimmer. 'That way, 
nobody drives, and I save around $45." 
"Sometimes I bring a lunch to school 
with me," said Zimmer. "It's much easier 
to eat a bologna and cheese sandwich in 
my car than deal with fast food. If I buy a 
Big Mac on my way to work from school, 
I have lettuce and dressing all over me by 
the time I get to work." 
Conference addresses issues 
of non-traditional students 
Fac:41.lty:1_~rtd:: s~aff:::en_"~Wment 
cijni:pi~lt:i~\ 11):f (IJ:l_:)1s-ing -· _ ·
BY ROBBIN MELTON 
EDITOR 
Last Wednesday at !he Eberhard Center, a live video-teleconference was aired to address 1he needs of 
adult learning (non-traditional) s!Uden!s 
as discovered by a survey conducted by 
the College Board. 
"Adult Learning in America: Why and 
How Adults Go Back 10 School and !he 
lmplicarions for Colleges," co-sponsored 
by the College Board and PBS. used 
information surveyed from 100,000 
households of s1uden1s over age 25 who 
were re!uming 10 college. A total of 220 
sile panicipan!s were u1ilized ~in an 
eigh!-year period, cons1itu1ingthe large~, 
News: 
-~·. 
. r 
number of participants to date. 
The teleconference featured a panel 
discussion of five college administrators 
from American colleges and universities 
who discussed the results of the College 
Board survey. 
The survey, which analyzed settings for 
adult learners a1 1wo- and four-year 
schools, addressed: the needs of adult 
learners; the rapidly increasing growth 
rate of adult leamen;; me1hods and ideas 
10 better enable schools to assist and 
incorporare adult learners within !he 
educa1ional selling; helping adult learners 
cope wi1h their multiple responsibilities; 
and improving campus services 
See SEMINAR, page 2 
BY CJ). BURGE 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Grand Valley bas added three new ndowments for the coming chool year, and help from GVSU 
faculty and staff has already helped make 
them a reality. 
New for this year are the Clerical 
Office and Technical (COT) Association 
Scholarship Fund, the School of 
Communications Scholarship 
Endowment, and the Doug and Linda 
Woods Athletic Training Scholarship 
Endowment.· 
Nancee Miller, the :Faculty and Staff 
Campaign Coordinator, · said that the 
addition of these endowments serve a 
I n s i d e 
•[, 
OR.. BEN CHAVIS VISITS, 
£d/.Qpi" · Campu$ 1,fe: 
Rf.sPON~.E .TO B~CHANf,N MULTI CUj.TIJRAL ASSISTANT 
PAGE.3' ., · 
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necessary purpose. 
''Grand Valley bas lots of priorities," 
Miller said, "and ·rec~iting good students 
for the university is one of them. There is 
a Jot of pride associated with the 
establishment of these endowments." 
The COT scholarship provides for 
dependents of clerical and technical staff. 
Many donations have already been made 
in various COT staff member's names. 
"The COT staff makes us look very 
good," Miller said. "It's only natural to do 
something like this for those who make us 
look so good." 
The School of Communications 
Scholarship will be awarded to a 
deserving student in that area, while the Se, CAMPAIGN, page 5 
''NEWS: --" -, ... · :· .. < .- , •• ,Thuraday, .No.vember 21, 1906 
SEMlNA-R{·-fronf.. . ' 
'j,: •• ~:,{ .:· ·· .. -·_.::· ··_:. '·_~ ·:,-;. 
. A dis; ~ssion,. ~ppqs~red by 
Grand ··:va11ey:s > ~uca ,tiori_ar , .. 
Support .··Prograiii, beaii ;.'-c,f }:ff 
-Students·_ office;: :-.continuin~' pt 
0
Glucation;!school of. Eil~cati911' . · ~ ·-: ··.O.epiir:tment· of Public Safety 
and the·F~culty ·Teac·bi11g) md -· · .. · ·'·fip·;of tlie Wee1c 
l,earnini{ dmter; preceded the · .. t4i},piu Theft 
teleconference:· . hi :, whfo~-• . ', '. /Jon't beiiz·walking target: 
attend~ offe.~ com,meii~: ~ -r : ' ii.Plan wb~re you~re goitig: Br sum to ~tay in well-traveled ~d 
sugg~stions. on ho~ J}le fjndirigs well-lit areas. ·Be alert to your.surrou~~ngs and watch for possible 
of the · survey can be applied to hiding places. 
Grand Valley. There was also a a/Walk confidently and have your keys ready as you approach 
Q&A session in which your-door. Try-not to look like a victim. 
participating sites could speak I/Wear comfortable clothes and shoes that will allow easy 
with panel members. movement in case you need to move quickly. 
As a carry-ove~, survey ~su_lts • I/Carry only necessary cash and credit cards. Avoid wearing 
can also be applied to mmonty • expensive jewelry. 
students and traditional stude~ts. • v"frust your instincts. If.someone doesn't look right to you or 
A copy of the survey, and copies • makes you uneasy, get away fast Immediately repon that person 
of the video will be made • to campus security at 895-3255. 
available on a check-out basis • ti' Always walk in groups of two or more, especially at night 
through the Educational Support . USE GVSU's ESCORT SERVICE. . 
Program. · 8:00 PM-2:00 AM phone 895-3255 
--Gr.and. Valley ·beco~es Q_ne 
. ~ .. 
of six members of 
international group 
Grand Valley bas been elected membersbip to . the international 
organization COUNCIL, a non-
profit organization that "assists 
people .in gaining understanding, 
acqumng knowledge, and 
developing ·skills for living in a 
globally interdependent and 
culturally diverse world." 
COUNCIL, which is currently 
entering its 50th year, operates 
in over 30 nations and is one of 
the world's leading organizations 
in international exchange 
programs and related services. 
COUNCIL offers: university 
study abroad programs; work, 
internship, and volunteer 
opportunities overseas; faculty 
professional programs; English 
language learning opportunities; 
the International Student Identity 
card; and travel services. 
COUNCIL operates in over 30 
nations. Only six institutions 
were voted into membership at 
the November meeting in 
Monterey, California. GVSU 
looks forward to offering future 
programs in Ghana, South 
Africa, Vietnam, Indonesia, 
China and other sites to students 
and faculty. 
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· great . 
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IClplan helps ,ou focus 
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Happy Thanksgiving 
from UIS! 
Monday: 
7:30am -6:00pm 
T~esduy: 
7:30am -6:00pm 
Wednesday: 
7:30am -4:30pm 
Thursday - Sunday: 
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BY ROBBIN MELTON 
EDITOR 
welfare: where thell' mother and fafber -. ............... 
'"We called the. Million Man were, or not '.knowfog .. where, 
Marcii io ~ot so much: convince somebody who had responsibility, · 
Last Thursday evening, the White people tbai ·alack people for them. was/t A~c~g to· the : former. president of- the are · alright, but to convince latest ~tional s~dy, 38 ·percent·:·: NAACP and the current ourselves that' we are '/tlright," of aff · homeless . peop_le are:: i 
director of ·the Million Man said Dr. Chavis. 1'There~.are too· children;. , . . 
Milich, · Dr: Ben: · Chavis, many of us: buying' ~nto t_he Since the ,Million Man M~c~~·~ 
addressed the Grand Valley stereotype,-the notion thaf th~re's · Dr. Chavis stated that other~ .:,'. 
conmuioity on "The Million Man less worth of a B~ack life .. The of . j_mproveinent' .. ip~l~de;:. 
March .. ;One Year Late·r: Can greatesf lciller of Blacks today are · increases .in .Rights of Pas~~_&, 
BlacltPeople Save Themselves?" Blacks." . programs, · the Big : ·B_roth.e1},,-
: Sponsored by_ the Black Dr. Chavis·then addressed the program,. and ·· . mento_rshjp;:,~: 
Student . Union (BSU): and · the audience about the high rate of programs; Dr. Chavis) d~ : iIµide ;~ 
·Latino .Student Union (LSU), death in youngAfrican-Americ'10 reference to :corporations .-and_, i
. KeUi Cross, P.reside~t of the · males, the controversy about rap o~er organizations that used the- . 
BSU, introduced Dr. ChJVis, music'~ -~«eds oii violence, and march for their own.profits. .: ,, ? 
' proceeding:· a recevtioil in the how Afrlcan.:!American men need However, according to I>r.,: 
lower level. of Kirkhof Center. to be resj)<>nsi_ble for themselves, Chavis, the most significant,) 
,~pe~og to a full room· of a their . families and their change was the relationship ? 
. · racially· mixed gathering 'of . communities. between Black Muslims· and,i 
· students and· staff, Dr. Chavis . "W~ ·. have ., the capacity to Black.Christians. . , :, . -~ 
. . fotused :on . the.·. impact · of . the st(aighten .. · OUL a · lot of the · ·. ~'Bla.~k. Christians and. Bfacf '; 
Million Man 'March, held .. in . probJ~rns in ·our. community, buJ ~\J-~lims ._had .,_nev_~~, . WO~~ :/,' 
· ,,. w~I1lnglo~:,o :c : o ~t. ·1s, 1995, -· sometimes we :iack' the will; ·or ' ·loge~ er/i stat~. ·.~r:·::·ch~vis,( /~ :-ft~~~~~W9'~ :;;..w. ~~~ .tu ~ti ;:~uri~,;~ ptfon •. ~ 
··d· · afte · fti' th. e ·f:at'th ·th·a· t .. we··. need -to a·c· hieve ·~-ough the · M1ll1on Man · ,.,... •0 · .- ,_i!:,.__, · •·· •· ''<'· ·' ·, , . .,.,1_..,,.,, '· ·: · ,!--....... . ,...., ~-.... ,, . ..... ,, - - .. • •· -~1 an its r-e ects. . . .-,w . . ·· .,. .. . . ,_.,:efiQtot,yK,-, ·~ , , :;;''1;;-:-11•,-.,,.,-___ ,·_,;.,.,,,._,·-:-i,,, .,,, ... ,.,,~:;,·><:':--.e--,, , .. , ., 
in his aµalysis of the MilliQn this,". Dr. Cba:vis aid. ·.. -M~cb~ ' ._ •.. we: ; :b~ye . :·. -_~;·,; c h~~is:\ '13u"t'.'is1N ) if ~,¥[,i~~ s :· .. wl~ 1?uilding -~ ~ovement for 
Man . March; ·or. Chavis Million . Mao March unprecedented wor~~g u~ity , that . we :can e~ ,i~it ·,·_9ur soci~ cb~ge ·._aU;oyerthe world . 
addressec;I the audience on racial committees remained intact to · between_, B!a-~.k .. _C~ ~uans ~d . tecb~ologic!ll - advan~s ,,, .:by It cuts ados°i religious lines, class 
strife~ .,with :references to past provide a , 11etwo.rkint and · BlackMu~,~~- · . sending'people to the IDQOD, arid lines, and _ria~ional boundaries 
racial conflicts such as the 'O.J. outreach service . foi African- ~ -: C~avis ~so -~sstld the _ by , ·sending-.: ·space,sbips·/ Ho, .·· beciiuse·i~/tiie°?.'majority of the 
. Simpson .. trial, Texaco, an~ tl.te American . .1n.~n ~--~ou~out the ''browmnf (increasmg -~owih n .different . 'planets . to collect people of the world are tired of 
· Giunmage and . King beatings. nation.'· As a 'result' of. one. of its 0fJ>eople ~(.~_olor) ?f ~~ca. . . evide_nce, . bur cannot commit being poor, hungry, and ignored 
The relationship between these numerous ongoing '.p~jects, the 'W~ bel_1ev~. the-. b~womg of time, ;resources and. energy' to by .govemme_nial policy." 
and similar incidences, and the Million Man March registered Amenca 18 a blessmg, not a · solving America's original sin • ·Following · his speech, Dr. 
Million Man March, is based on one million .' ,new African- curse. So~ . ~op _l~ · see ~he which is· racial injustice?" Chavis·· fielded ·questions -from 
: society;s_ ,perq:p~o..n of African- American voters within .a 12~ demo~apbi~. ~~~ges m ~nca _ . Dr: Cbavis also appealed to the audience ine.mbers ori issues 
American men. · · month period. The c~mmittees as bemg 1?gh~l. ·-Don t. fear . audience to challenge concepts ranging from the distortion of 
''The reason why the Million are · also responsible foi: 2,500 what G~ is domg. G~ is at such as white supremacy, to historical facts in the ~ucation 
, Mim · March was calle<J is· for applications for the adoption of work. m · the brow~ung ·· of · examine media's treatment ·or llie system to the inclusion· of all 
several reasons," stated· Dr. African-American children. Amenca You sbouldn t try to h h d · d I f I · the Milli 
qfuiviS: "The primarf reason \v~ "Patt of being resp0nsible men, stop ':h~t. God is doing, Jt 'Said Dr. - =~aras ~ -iis?:YaiiP~i~ite ru;,f .:-: -~ Maicii'·'s°-~ ... ~~vement -f ~ 
to enable the significant . we have to take care of the C_hav1s _10 reference to the unfair treatment and perception social change. 
challenge to th; stereotypic view children in our community," said dismantling of several of African-Americans, and to To show appreciation for his 
about Black males in America" Dr. Chavis. "When I was growing Af~rmative Action programs, mimic the unity displayed at the visit to Grand Valley, Dr. Chavis 
Examples presented by Dr. up, all the children in the wh1c~ he stated are challe~ges_to march in our every day lives. was . presented a GVSU 
Chavis included stereotypes of community were perceived as multicultural and multiracial "The Million Man March was sweatshin and mug on behalf of 
African-American males by being a part of families of the education. not an anti-White march, anti- · the BSU, LSU, and Grand Valley 
police officers, and the community. There was no such "In a certain sense, we have Semitic march, ·anti-French or community. 
perception that African- thing as street children, or kids been blessed by God to live in a anti-Greek march, it was a pro-
Americans are most reliant on wandering around not knowing nation that is powerful," said Dr. Black march," said Dr. Chavis. 
Grand Valley students help minimize national blood shortage 
~Less than 5 
percent of able 
American donors 
give blood 
BY ALISSA J. LEMERISE 
STAFF WRITER 
Grand Valley held its first blood drive of the year on Tuesday, Nov. 12 in the 
Grand River Room of Kirlchof 
from II a.m. to 5 p.m. 
The drive was sponsored and 
produced by the American Red 
Cross of Ottawa County. All of 
the blood supply of Ottawa 
County hospitals comes from 
blood drives put on by the Red 
Cross. 
Delta Zeta, Alpha Sigma Phi, 
Alpha Omega Pi, and Sigma 
Gamma Rho, and Voices of 
GVSU also helped in organizing 
the blood drive. 
According to Karen Fftz la 
Burge, the Director of Blood 
Services for the Ottawa County 
Chapter of the Red Cross, the 
types of blood that are most in 
demand by hospital emergency 
rooms are Types -0 negative, -B 
negative, and -0 positive. 
People with type -0 negative 
-0 negative blood. This type of 
blood is also in highest demand 
amongst hospital emergency 
rooms, because it is the type that 
Orie of many partlcpants In bl~ drive pro,ram helps out. 
Photo by KrlsWri Shol.f). · 
blood, who are also known as the 
"Universal Donor," can give their 
blood to anyone. However, 
_people with this blood type, who 
make up about 7 percent of the 
population, can only receive type 
is used when a transfusion is 
needed. 
· Blood type-B negative appears 
in 1.7 percent of the population. 
It is also in high demand because 
it can be used in place of -0 
negative blood in 15 percent of percent do. This is pa,tly due to 
cases. the fear of AIDS, but there are 
Blood type -0 positive can be other reasons why there is a 
given to anyone who bas a shortage of suitable donors. 
positive blood type. Although "The biggest reason people 
only about 38 percent of the don't give blood is that they've 
population has this type of blood, never been asked to do so," said 
it can be given to 80 percent of Fitz la Barge. 
the population. Although Grand Valley student 
It is important that donors eat Ronny Barns had given blood 
within four hours of donating to before, she was still a little 
minimize any dizziness that may nervous. 
occur. It is also important to have "I'm scared of needles," she 
drank plenty of fluids. said before donating. 
In order to donate, one must After giving, Heidi Kube, also 
meet the following criteria: they a student, said that donating 
must be at least 17 years old and blood hurt a little, but that she felt 
·weigh at least 110 pounds. They fine. 
can't be on any medication, and 'Tm a little dizzy," she said, " 
they must be in good health. but it's not a big deal." 
Those who have had tattoos or Barns and Kube were two of 
body piercing, or those who have I I 2 people who volunteered their 
spent more than 72 hours in jail, blood and who met the criteria. 
must wait a year before being Although the initial goal was 150 
able to donate. Women who are pints. GVSU gathered 112. 
pregnant cannot donate until 6 The next blood drive on 
weeks after delivery. campus will be January 2 I, 1997. 
After giving blood, dpnors During this blood drive, Grand 
should drink at least eight ounces Valley will be competing with 
of non-alcoholic liquids, and Hope College to se~- which 
avoid heavy exercise or lifting. school can get more people to 
Of all Americans healthy donate blood. 
enough to donate blood, only five 
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Swedlsh ·teachers ... :v-isit·· G¥5U 
. ·. . .- . . . :-· .. ~ ,· . . ' . ,. . ·" . . ,;. . 
By Amie Cooper you can get rid of wrong ideas give girls extra projects to do. 
' ·•,, . ,;, ; .. ' ..- ·1 • •. 
Staff Writer and prejudice," said Liedholm, as The Swedis~ teachers visited 
que>ted . in the Grand -Rapids Northview · Schools, Huntingron 
'l'hurlklay,: Nova.i#.ber. -21, 1996 
*NOTICE* 
Bus Schedule Change 
for Wednesday, Nov. 27 Five Swedish elementary Press. She also mentioned that Woods Elementary School in 
school teachers recently -visited teachers have someone help them Wyoming, and three schools in 
GVSU and 'Grand Rapids. area observe the classroom;'; Seeger Grand Rapids during the 10-day 
elementary schools to study said. ''Everi if the te-ac~: tiies to stay. They will provide Seeger 
gender equity in the classroom. be absol~tely ~ven, it(inequality) . . with a report of their 
The tea~hers,. Rita Liedbolm, is just;ingI'lliped:'.' observations from the area. 
The last bus WESTBOUND (to Allendale) will 
leave the Eberh~d Center at 4:3,0 pm. 
Kerstin · Hedstrom, - Lars Statistically;'boys dq .talk more Seeger said that they will also 
. Helgesop,Cathtjn ~indstrom and in_ the . claisrooin°)11Dd;:·receive. report their .. finding to the 
Eva Lindgren, are also looking at more --. __ attention.·., .than girls. Swedish government. 
The last EASTBOUND (to Eberhard) will leave 
Allendale at 5:20 pm. 
this iss·ue in,Swedish ~chools. -- "Despite .. ldl :,°th~. jokes t abouf Seeger, who is president of the * Normal schedule will resume Mon., Dec. 2nd 
They came at. the invitation of women, -~Y-do::not ·tall( more," - board of directors, of Michigan. 
Mary Seege~.- GVSU .. Pean of Seeger emp~asi~<ti 0'.'.\Vlten·· a Trails Gitl Scout Council, said 
Acade01ic'_Resourceirimd Sp¢cial , teacher asks-~ que's~on; 't, ys will - she is interested in obseNing the 
Programs: Thei( trip was funded shout out ~ ans~er'. •-Girls are scouting opportunities in 
througba'grani from the11;,school. more Ukely to -think ' befo~ Sweden, where scouting is co-
district iii Swef1¢n. _ . . an·swepng.": - - educational. "I want to know how 
Liedbolni ·assisted 0S~ger in - , She -.. said ._that one way for that plays out," Seeger said. "The 
planni!lg !l 'trip :-~O -S'!eden ,n¢xt . tea~~ers to '. get· a balanced Swedish are. so much more 
spring;'and ·seeger esponded.by di_scussion_,-: ·s.~ · .. \ is ·. by -· advanced."· 
--·. ;,,-, Anyclown 
. ,,;;,,_,,.. . . 
coor;dinating the teachers•·visit -· : enciouraging>: >. students / ::.,to -- --Wbile;in Sweden, she will also 
Seeger· . wiu· "be , iaking p~cii,~ieb f utang·:d~ri~ri~ _ visU several universities, school 
administrativeJleaveJor a 111onth ·:qu~~ti~n~,;) f~Y;'.~Cliei:s;"~-~o ,·_ systems_.. . arid . . . women's 
in mid-February or mid-March'. ,-'.,"/;•i!;:lt',:,,·':,;.:;'~~.'~;,:/:!'.':'5t:>;;.,:;, · ·< . i./.-,.,., 
"% . can rau·t on -a 
. -4Z.ttJ ·,:\ San a suit ... 
_ · "9 : · .i. · ... but if you want to 
b~~ - . . ~ }; , 
1
, make good holiday 
<w. ; } cash over you# semes-"There's been a great deal of i. 
study lately in many countries:; : 
showing that boys get the most . 
attention in the classroom," 
Seeger said. "The sam~ thing has --· 
been going on in Sweden." 
:·~~:,:MWflWM/ ter break, and build 
your resume in a pro-
fessional business 
atmosphere, call: 
Preferred Inventory 
Service, Inc. 453-9577 
Now hiring inventory 
auditors for year end 
1996. Paid training, 
aid travel time. 
Seeger said that the problem 
gets started in grade school. 
Liedholm and her researchers are -·- 
planning strategies that will 
improve the academic 
perfonnance of both boys and 
girls by changing classroom 
management techniques. Their 
school in Sweden has a long 
r!l°g~P.~~-ect'. ~·~n Equal Tenns." 
Its purpose is to assist elementary 
school teachers with their 
classroom teaching techniques. 
Yisftltig Svi~1"' f~ trotti»k 'lihown with Dean Mary Seeger, third from the rijiit. """·,.,,_ · ,,,-.,. .. ,  ·' 
Start at 
$7/hour 
PhoJo courtt,sy of University Relations. 
"Once you have knowledge, 
Corrections 
I/From the Nov. 14 issue: according to History 
Professor James Goode, the Middle Eastern studies pro-
gram review was tabled approximately two weeks ago 
by the University Curriculum Committee. lnfonnation 
regarding the program was taken from the UCC's MES 
proposal. 
I/From the Nov. 7 issue: The article entitled "Student 
Senate continues to search for students to fill vacant 
seats," there should be five standing committees listed, 
not four. The one missing is the Political Actions 
Committee. 
GETTING E AGED 
OR KNOW SOMEONE WHO IS? 
Grand Valley Students! 
"YOU OON'f HAYE TO SPEND 2 MONTHS PAY (OR TUITION) TO 
GET AN EXCELLENT QUALITY ENGAGEMENT 
RING aT rws STORE" 
Jensen Jewefers 
3473 Kelly SL, Hudsonville, MI (669-1900) 
(Hudsonville Plaza, cross from Gemmeo's, by the new Family Fare) 
10% ADDITIONAL SAYINGS FOR COLLEGE 
STUDENTS & STAFF WITH THIS AD! 
2nd Annual 
COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL 
·CHILDREN SYMPOSIUM '96 
TOPICS: 
•Portfolios 
• Multiculturism 
• First Year Teacher/ GVSU 
Student Teacher Panel 
Sign-In 
• Parent Panel 
• Multiple Intelligences 
• Charter Schools : ' 
Pat Sandro (speaker) 
8:30 - 9:00 
9:00 - 9:45 Keynote Speaker :Lucian Parshall, 
(President, Mi CEC) 
10:00-10:50 Session 1 
11:00-11:50 Session 2 
12:00-12:50 Lunch 
1 :00 - 1 :50 Session 3 
2:00 - 2:50 Session 4 
3:00 - 3:50 Closing 
:, . 
.. 
,· 
,,,., 
Grand ·oesign b'ilt· pushed 
back, proposal made to 
amend constitution 
BY AMIE Mn.LION 
NEWS EDITOR 
amend · the constitution was 
_withdrawn.· Senator Scott Hanna 
came up with another proposal 
·AND in its place. Hanna's proposal 
· . TAMMY NIC0LEN would involve the following: 
SrAFF WRITER 1. Require Senate, when they 
In Student Senate's Nov. 14 have an amendment to the meeting, it was decided that constitution, to write it ahead of the institutional plan, which time, detailing the wording to be 
is the Jong-range plan for the changed, the new wording, and 
next ten years, will be discussed the reasoning behind it. 
at the Nov. 21 meeting. This proposition is directed 
The Senate found out that the towards the impeachme"nt 
Capitol Outlay Bill was pushed process of officers. Currently, 
back until some time next year. only Committee Chairs have the 
This is the bill that gives GVSU power to bring officers up for 
funding for the expansion of the review, and Hanna)s proposal 
._NEws · 
CAMPAIGN, f\oom 
page 1 
Doug and Linda Woods 
Scholarship goes to future 
Athletic Trainers in their desired 
area of study. 
The endowments are three of 
over 80 that Miller and her staff 
campaigns staff, faculty, alumni, 
and students for every year. 
The Faculty and Staff 
Campaign is especially 
important due to the high 
percentage of gifts given. Last 
year, 54 percent of faculty and 
staff had given gifts totaling 
$172,000. This - year, the 
campaign has raised $86,000 
with a 42 percent rate. 
To campaign co-chairperson 
Mary Seeger, the number of 
contributions has been 
astounding since the original fun-
EberhardCenter,r-- - ~- - - -- - - - --- - - - -, 
also known asl s,·~~-..J--.. ~ ~ ,,,~~~.,,,, ~- _ L ~,~i _A.M I 
''Grand Design .;;;)~ Dr,.o,,e, --~ 
2000." If the bill I _ I 
·passes, Grandf I 
Valley will have Class:. ________ lnstructor: _________ I 
money to makel Text usedi 
the expansion al Title:___________________ I 
~~~I I 
was supposed to Author: ___________ Edition: ____ _ 
go to the Housel I 
and State Senatel Title:__________________ I 
this month. 
Student Senatel Author: ___________ Edition:_____ I 
~~~~ I 
motion to urgel Title:------------------- I 
the Executive 
Committee 0 fl Author: ____________ Edition: _____ I 
the Universityl I 
Academic I Name:___________________ I Senate to change 
the facultyl Phone: _______ E-mail address:._______ I 
membership onl I 
the NewspaperL Pflll out this form, cut It out , and return It to the senate office at 1 10 Klrkhof..J 
Advisory Board. ----------- --------The change would involve would give that power to the 
cutting faculty membership general assembly. 
Thuraday, Nc,vember:·21, 1996 • 5 
raising idea nearly 15 years ago. 
"The numbers are really 
·astounding," said the Dean of 
Academic Resources. "You see 
contributions like we have from 
private schools, mostly. The 
number of employees at GVSU 
continues to grow, and we are 
able to gro~ with it." 
In the past, gifts were made, 
but never formally solicited. 
To make a contribution, one 
needs only to fill out a simple 
form, which can be picked up at 
the Alumni Relations office. The 
money given will go directly into 
the fund of the giver's choice, 
and can be made in honor of 
someone, as well. 
Furtliermore, gifts to Grand 
Valley earn a State of Michigan 
tax credit, and can qualify for a 
federal tax deduction. 
Especially important, GVSU 
President Arend Lubbers will 
direct a matching contribution 
for every donation from the 
school's accumulated 
endowment earnings. 
To Miller, the monetary 
amount isn't as important as the 
number of contributors. 
"No one 'has to give 
thousands," she said, "but if 
thousands give, these programs 
will see great success." 
( · PH/\ I i r r o. \ ~ l' of Te rs _, o u 
( )pt ions and \ltl'rati, l's! 
. 'c::Pk!MiaoAge- ffm you·ii'choice·or ~sed0prodtlcis, 
and ·rental equipment.· Here is a look at a few: 
EPSON 
Looking f<I' oomputa equipment on a tight budget? 
CPR/MicroAge has the answer. We offer quality 
rental and used products for a great price! 
Call Jim Andenon 
( 616) 459-3294 ext. 228 
Jltcl0AgEt &"""6, U#d &,,u,,,,e111, or ~In ~nice: 
1345 Monroe Ave."NW • Orud Rapids, MI 49505 
SIila """~": 1001 Monroe Ave. NW • Grud Rapids, MI 49503 
from the current representation · 2. Affects Student Resources 
of one member from each Committee by-laws. Would add 
school within GVSU to four a way to initiate a review 
member, two from the Seidman hearing for any senator. New 
School of Business, and two process would require seven 
from the School of senators to submit a petition to 
Communications. This motion, the president of Senate and the 
referred to as "Resolution 96- SRC chair. The SRC would then 
08," was passed without much hold a review hearing. 
opposition. 
ARE YOU INVOLVED IN
The Milligan Amendment to 
Paris 
Madrid 
$254 
$259 
Guatemala $249 
Hong Kong $434 
Bangkok $477 
~=--==':Js~ _ _ ,,.,u - OIi - .. 
---~..,--(1,H@Hrrave/ ---·, 
National Reservation Center 
1-800-2-COUNCIL 
(1-800-226-8624) 
,,,,,_lu,uv,,d.., :rgllnwl.J,tm 
EUROPASS FROM $210 
EURAILPASSES 
,·,,,.It ,, , l f 11 r I f l l) •• f ' 
• Faculty-Directed Research? 
• Class Projects? 
• Master Thesis? 
Come share your findings with the University Community! 
Deliver a 12-minute presentation and/or an hour long 
poster presentation. 
APRIL IO 8 IX, X997 
GVSU Science and Mathematics Division 
Second Annual 
SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS 
STUDENT RESEARCH DAY 
I S~ions on Thursday evening and Friday 
morning in Padnos Hall of Science. 
I To participate, contact a Science or Mathematics faculty or staff 
member ASAP! 
I Subm~ion deadline: 
FEBRUARY •4, ~997 
&"'4«a f0ta 1!e4«11ttl 
iod4 ~" IJ1Vd S utl'l~I 
I • 
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Atti!!ndi'rig'.:discO~'sio·tts -~arid. 
sp:,~_ec~~s(is ·-part'.:·of,··our 
·e,du·catie)n 
L. istening to Dr. Ben Chavis,. former director of the NAACP, · and ·the current di~ctor of the Million· Man March, was an . inspirati~oal, i,~fo~tiv~ _~omeot in timefor those present 
to witness firsth&nd the·bistorical Million Man March. 
A li~e more llian_a year baii now passed; and the.march bas been 
replicate<fi_n various forms.by various groups. However, Dr. Chavi~ 
failed to directly answer _the_ topical question .of bis speech, "Can 
Bl_ack People Save lbemselvesT' He did, however, .address the 
problems ·we are faced with in _our socie_ty and, offered _possible 
:resolutions; Although the overall. discussion :was motivational and 
~werfuJ;:for Dt :Ch~vis is aiiexceptio'n~public'speaker,'it W~'a. 
littI,e dish~ning th~t be fail¢ to provide· bis. audience·· with a 
simple Y~/No answer. .- .. . _.. ' . ' . . . . 
· _ Pespite ~ ~tter, we Wish to remio~ aO Grand Valley students. 
that no matter what_the topic of disc;ussfo_n_may be, w_e should all 
take 'advantage· of speed1es, presentations,. and diSCU$Sions that 
Grand .Valley _provides us, especially since we directly and/or 
indirectly help fund their visits to our campus, whether we like it or 
not. So while they are here, why don't we at least ·get our money's 
worth? 
We wish to thank the university and the participating 
organizations for inviting a speaker of this caliber to our campus. 
Exposure ·_to· such an experience-is important, insightful and 
unforgettabl~.·In the future, it would be helpful it such events were 
well publicized in . advance so we can make _ the proper 
arrangements to attend. It ·would be rather embarrassing, if not 
shameful if no one showed up for these occasions. And perhaps it 
would also be of good service if more faculty an_d administrators 
attended these functions too, to set a good ~xiunple for students. 
We also wish to thank all those who attended for providing the 
Dr. Chavis with their undivided attention. In the past, we have 
commented on the behavior of attendees at similar events, and their 
inattentiveness to the speaker(s). This time, however, things ran 
quite smoothly, and we can all be proud· of ourselves. --
And please remember, participating in anything' that is provided 
to us as part of our education, whether it be for entertainment or 
educational purposes, this may be the last time some of us will ever 
be able to indulge. For once you enter the real world, you more 
often than not, have to pay for these types of things. 
The latter can also be stated for getting involved in on-campus 
organizations. There are numerous organizations here on campus, 
some of which are in desperate need of devoted, responsible, 
reliable students. There are also enough organizations here on 
campus to fulfill nearly every interest that we may have in just 
about ~ything, and they need you! There is no excuse for us not to 
have anything to do, or to sit around our apartments soaking up 
hours and hours of invaluable couch-potato time. 
Grand Valley invests a lot of time and energy into providing us 
with options, but it's up to us to take advantage of those options. If 
we don't, one day we may look up and our options will be gone. 
And then what would we complain about? We can't say we were 
never given a chance. 
Take the time over Thanksgiving break to analyze your role at 
this university. Ask yourselves if you are panicipants or observers. 
Ask yourselves if you are here to just get your degrees and nothing 
more. And then ask yourselves what you think an education is. 
Education is more than just books, classes and tests. It's about 
experiencing and participating. 
Happy Holiday! 
i.antborn SrAfF Box 
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All students have the same 'needs 
BY ROBBIN MELTON 
EDITOR 
In light of the recent video-teleconference on adult learning aired at the Eberhard 
Center last week, it was evident 
that due to the ever-changing 
ideal of what constitutes a 
"student," traditional and non-
traditional students are really not 
that different from each other. 
The label of non-traditional 
student generally refers to those 
students who are 25 years old and 
older, and who have returned to 
college for various reasons. 
According to Grand Valley's 
1995 fall semester enrollment 
statistics of over 16,000 students 
enrolled, over 3,500 students can 
be labled as non-traditonal, based 
on the College Board's 
definition. 
It appears that the non-
traditional student is rapidly 
becoming the traditional student 
As an increasing number of 
traditional students find 
themselves faced with the same 
multiple responsibilites and 
priorities as their "adult" 
counterparts, more and more 
traditional aged students are 
postponing their college 
educations for several reasons. 
Nearly all of the concepts and 
concerns introduced at the 
teleconference were wonderful 
ideas; however, they can and 
should be applied to all students, 
not just those age 25 and over. 
Suggestions such as extended 
office and bookstore hours, more 
flexible class schedules, and an 
overall education that is 
conductive to individual 
lifestyles were offered. The 
general feeUng of the panel was 
that colleges and universities 
need to literally bend over 
backwards to meet students' 
needs in any way they can. 
Here at Grand Valley, this does 
not seem to be the general idea, 
which is evident in the exclusion 
of evening-class from overall 
campus activities and in transfer 
students. 
Evening-class and transfer 
students who work during regular 
business hours have difficulty 
conducting school business that 
can usually only be done at these 
times. 
Although Grand Valley has 
made concessions for students, 
such as extending bookstore 
hours · at the beginl}ing of each 
semester, or providing on-site 
childcare facilities, it still is not 
good enough. 
Perhaps the rationale for why 
_ this is not good enough is 
GrandValley's idea of who is or 
is not a non-traditional student. 
Based on definitions provided by 
several offices, the latter are 25 
and older; are returning and/or 
re-entering students; or are 
parents. 
Apparently, Grand Valley will 
be re-evaluating how non-
traiditonal students are defined, 
based on the College Board's 
findings, and developing and 
improving student services to 
better accomodate their needs. 
However, Grand Valley should 
remember that all students can 
benefit from any changes or 
improvements that will be made 
to assist adult learners. 
As the gap in average age 
undergraudate students, which is 
currently 23 years old, gets 
closer to that of non-traditional 
students who are 25 and older, 
Grand Valley will soon be a 
liberal arts school for non-
traiditonal students, and it will be 
forced to make accomodations. 
~NO t,\IS':> 1"e. 
fvLL, R,lt~ 
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Campus Concerns 
Student shows absurdity of Buchanan Brigade 
Editor's Note: Nazi war criminals. That was a more laid back than I thought it nation composed entirely of misinformed you are. You clearly 
have some degree of intelligence 
to you, but no understanding. It is 
my · extreme hope that the 
Lanthorn allows 'The Klan 
Monthly," or whatever paper the 
brigade subscribes to, to handle 
their reactionary ravings from 
Jong time ago after all. would be. heterosexuals. The failure of 
This ktur was wrilten in jest . The reason I felt compelled to . some people to accept this and 
of Shawn Hajf's letters 4. Everyone should be required spend the bulk of my letter on the · wish to return us to a time when 
addressed as Buchanan to join the KKK, if only for a above "bs" was because that's slavery and the disenfranchising 
Brigade. This is in no way short while, to gain a better exactly what Haff did on two of minorities were "pillars of 
indicative . of Mr. Bakker's understanding of our, we mean. memorable occasions. Now to American society," makes me 
opinions and belufs, nor of Pat their, feelings and ideas. the response to · the pile the hope and pray that someday we 
Buchanan. Lanthorn saw fit to print this invent the time machine so we · this point on. 
-Adam Bakker 
The following information was sent to .me by a member of the Buchanan 
Brigade, and I saw fit to.pass it on 
to you. 
The 1996-97 Buchanan 
Brigade Agenda and Political 
Platform 
by the General Assembly of the 
Buchanan Brigade-transcript by 
the Grand Dragon 
1. The right to vote should be 
restricted to white males who 
own propeny, just as it was in 
George Washington's day. Judeo-
Christian values like these are a 
pillar of American society. 
2. Doctors who have ever 
perfonned abortions and women 
who have ever received them 
should be executed in a timely 
fashion, because our Nation is 
· too tolerant of them now. 
3. Our country and others 
should take it easier on accused 
I ~ , i _. • • • • • • • . 
5. In times of National 
emergency, the military should 
have the authority to mow down 
minorities with machine-guns 
and use explosive devices to keep 
illegal immigrants from entering 
our country. And these don't have 
to be huge emergencies. 
6. Mandatory school prayer 
and strictly enforced adherence to 
Judeo-Christian religions should 
become national policy as soon 
as possible. People of non-
Christian religions should be 
expelled to whatever godless, 
third-world country their satanic 
ancestors came from. 
7. Free expression against 
these policies should be 
punishable by imprisonment, or 
death after several offenses. 
There you have it. This is the 
actual Buchanan Brigade 
Agenda I was a little surprised 
when it came into my hands, but 
this is it. You're looking at it in 
writing. Actually it was a little 
week: can send them all back. 
As someone who lost a family True conservatives turn away 
member to the AIDS virus, I was from your extremist, nazi 
shocked and appalled by Mr. philosophy, and liberals can't 
Haff's explaining it away as "a help but laugh at· just how 
refusal to change an immoral 
lifestyle," as I'm sure most 
readers were. If the Lanthom 
· didn't find it worth good shock 
value, it would never make the 
editorial page, but isn't that what 
editorial writing is all about? If, 
Mr. Haff, God had created a virus 
to rid the world of the immoral 
and the despicable, you would 
surely have contracted it and died 
long ago, as well as the rest of 
your Reichstag friends and the 
presidential also-ran that you 
name your group after. 
I don't preach tolerance, 
because I will never tolerate hate. 
That's a double standard, I know, 
but it's a double standard that 
Americans embodied by your 
thoughts and "feelings." We are 
1 n1u111 • Ftr... 1 
I I 
I I 
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:choos~·frotn 9,000 Used C.D.'s!: 
: $s~ to$ 729. :
I I 
:Large S lection of Imports, Posters, Stickers & Books : 
\VE PAY UP TO $5.00 CASH 
f()R L1SED CD'S 
not a nation composed entirely of I . 
evangelical Christians anymore, I 
nqr are we a nation composed I 
entirely of white males, nor a I 
Hours: 
Monday • Saturday 10-9 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I Sunday 12-5 1 
I I 
: 3728 ALPINE N.W. * COMSTOCK PARf<l 
: Across the treet from Pep Boys * (616) 785-0566 : 
:2027 NORTH PARK DRIVE * HOLLAND : 
11/8 mi west on Lakewood from US 31 1 
I (616) 394-4800 I 
·-----------------------· 
I Sera-TucCoupon -- I 
I New Donors receive $25 for 
1 I first donation and $25 for second donation in the 
_ ~a~week __ _J 
BE A PLASMA DONOR ... 
BECAUSE LIFE IS 
EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS 
Mon.frhrs .................... 8-5 
Tues./WedJfri .............. 8-5:30 
Be A Life 
Saver-
Become A 
Plasma 
Donor! 
Receive 
$20.00 
for every 
donation. 
Sera-Tee Biologicals 
Limited Partnership 
1973 S. Division 
Call for more information: 241--6335 
s •. Jbt . lantbont . 
Toastmasters help 
improve ·speech ·s~ills 
HY LISA liRINK · from an individual member. 
CAMPUS LIFE 
STAFF WRITER Lee Lebbin, president of the 
Toastmasters Club, explained to 
T. he international Toast- the group the ways that they can masters Club, a three- become better evaluators, and the year- old organization on benefits of effective evaluation 
campus, allows its members to for the speaker, the evaluator, 
practice their speaking skills and the club. 
before audiences. Following Lebbin's 
A large part of the group's explanation, the group members 
meetings are spent eyaluating evaluated the club's evaluation of 
other's speeches. When people speeches by filling out a 
make speeches during the questionnaire. 
meetings, they receive responses They rated themselves high on 
from their fellow members, speaker preparedness and 
including suggestions on how to acceptance, and lower in 
improve future speeches. conformity, consideration of the 
"Every time a person does speaker's personal goals, and 
speak, they are given an evaluator preparedness. 
evaluation," said Vice President - Near the end of the meeting, 
for membership, Koleta Moore. secretary and treasurer of the 
Evaluations include personal club, Tom Norman delivered a 
responses from each listener as six minute speech based on the i-.;,_._~i'-P-:....-=- ---""1"----...._ _ _...,_...,......,..,,......'.""""li---------..,...~--,;r--~u..,.....--m-e-et:--s-e ... v-ery....,Wi~ed";"n'"'"e--sd-;-a--y-a".":-'t 
well as one formal evaluation acceptance and intolerance of about 7:30 a.m. in Seidman House. 
:~it~~~«>.'i;!!1f /itr~~-tffi.c>;j(~t,,•;,~~~~;~#f~~~~,idi~~·~~,iS:j~p~r,ie(lces-· 
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::,:;_ r'.· :.:·: .''//,, · . ,·. _: . .-._:·: , ,,i , · :.SU~r -i.(?fO~ ;,(:li~~O~:)VbO vol.uii~ r b.as1:s._.J\.fte!-he_J1~I~ . useful.· '·. ' . . . . ' . . . JD a Study abroad program 10 
ff,._,. ,·.··av~ ;ydu' ~v~r:'.1"9:i;l~~ /,;:~ J Mµ!ty}~~~ {~l?<' with :'the"·]>oJis~ ·'program, on Administrative work IS a large Polru'td'as a: stui:lent: · ,i ~i)f:w~-µI~ .tt~~e:.!~/:}:t~_' ~~~)' W:~?1~o,_'.f:tef~~ e.f ) ~ ca~p_us: · fof _ two: ;,~~~ers, be . P8f.l o( bisjo~, -~Q organizational Walcz~ said that having ~e be,the:GVSlJ Director of'i'' deY¢l9p.:: tbl :i'.;·pr:ogfSDl,<!',:f' h_e .. became a cq-d1rector of the_ skills ~ ~ssential; opportumty -to play a part m 
. .. '. '' •· ,. : •. :1· ·• ·:' .· ',f~.·:..·'. ··.) ._,, . -: ... :t;=-~.-,: ~~ .,.·;, ,: ~···"~.":·.~: •'.-'' i . ... , ... ,. . ~-,-.:,t:-, ... }: ,.,,.. • ~ ' . .... ~ . .. . ,, .. , ';. . . ···; · . . .. -·. .. \ . ' 
d verseas-Piograms?'A'cc~irdiiij( ·, explatn~ ::~We\desi~ -tt'and we Poli~h progr~ overseas, taking . "You:have to know .how to others' personal development, 
to Alan Walczak who has held' ' i,mple~ iifit' U .. -~ ,f-,:. _,:, ' .· ' students there along with another balance multiple tasks, because arid in community development 
' t • . • J•, ,' ,., ; , • ., _. • • .• ,·.·. ~~ ,. ( .'I • • •,l , .· • . ' ' • . • 
the position ,for the , past eighf ·/:? ~itlcz!ll( mention¥ th~( he faculty membe~'. we have programs in a lot of is significant for him. 
years, the job involves many: ;~~lps ai •. the design stage if "It ~as really as a direct result different areas,' and they all need "For me, it's important to do 
aspects. · -. someone has .an interest in of those kinds of experiences that equal attention," he explained; . something at my work where I 
f~J~~i~-;m~J,f..3~, ~~ ~~li ye,~;:;.~~~ s.,-. ~J)~~ :RfOifa,gt: _, .• ,.,, . I bega~ .to_ realize there was Studying abroad is al_so essential. know that the_re ~e other people 
my"Job~0is'fto ·,~Ji>:'-G.nul~:.Valley·.;:,,,t'.1·~1~(h~lp~tbelJ!-till!' through somethmg really valuable and "I don't know 1f anybody that are expenencmg the benefits 
become . a more international what their idea is and develop a r~y unponant in this whole could have the right motivation of it," he said. "And it's 
univ~rsiiy," . explained Walczak. proposal that meets · the international arena, " Walczak that it talces to do this work here important for me to do 
"It's a cornbina~on ofbig picture · guide}i~es we·want our programs said. without having some direct something that I think is truly 
things -and details. But primarily · to b.a,.ve, " he said. "Lilce any job, "My interests began to grow experience overseas, because valuable. I swear by these 
what I. try to do is make·sµre that · tbe~ ;s.alot of work.that is not so beyond that of Poland. Poland is that's what really gets you," said international programs that we 
we have a go.od amount· of : gl_~Qf9~s. " ·< · a wonderful, great country and Walczak. have here because of what they 
international opportunities for ,Whil.e' ,~e vast-majority of his I'm·stilf very interested in it, but ''When it gets under your skin do for people." 
people." ', time is ~ 'nt working on campus, you can't help but think, 'What and it gets irito your soul, then Walczak's least favorite aspect 
Walczak searches out, and · he does hav~ the opportunity to else is.out there?'" you have the motivation to do the of bis job is the amount of time 
develops new study" abroad travel to other universities and After working with the Polish bard work because you know that he spends in his office. 
opportunities. Once · they're locations ·where :-GVSU. has pro~ for a few ye~, the you're doing it for. You know However, he enjoys bis job 
developed. he maintain~ them, prqgtams._ ... i : · . . · .. ·· · ·position , of , 'Director of that you're going to provide because it provides opportunities 
evaluates them, arid implements "The only way.-that I can truly International Studies became students with that same life- to ttavel and interact with people 
changes when necessary. He also help others develop programs, available for which Walczak was changing -kind of experience that from other cultures. 
ensures that the agreements and help myself develop a hired. you bad." "I like that fact that it's never 
established with other· program, is having a certain Students interested in working Other important skills are stale; there's always something 
universities are maintained degree of firsthand experience, " in a ppsition si¢lar to Walczak's flexibility, diplomacy, and cross- new to be learned, always a new 
properly, that the activities be said. are recommended to work in the cultural skills. His first challenge that presents itself to 
conducted are consistent with the Walczak has a master's degree Office of International Affairs, international experience was you, " he said. 
agreement, and that proper in English. Before becoming either as a student worker or going to Greece while in the "So it's not a job that is ever 
documentation for students and Director of Overseas Programs, volunteer, and to get involved service. going to be boring." 
faculty that come here · on an be worked ~t GVSU, counseling ·· twitb intetnational activities on "It was a wonderful 
exchange agreement are students and helping them with ' campus. · experience. Fonunately, it wasn't 
received. study skills, career decisions, and o· In tenns 'of courses of study, a war, so I was able to study to 
Walczak · also oversees the personal issues. ,· · . Walczak mentioned that foreign really ~fit from.it (But) being-
Positions for Resident and Multicultural Assistants open 
BY AMY GRIFFITHS 
STAFF WRITER 
This month marks lhe beginning of lhe application and interview 
process for resident and 
multicultural assistants for the 
I 997-1998 school year. 
The first phase is lhe interest 
sessions, in which five sessions 
are offered from November 11 
through December 3. These 
sessions are' informational 
meetings for all people who are 
interested in applying for the 
positions. Applications are due 
December 6, and the interviews 
begin immediately following 
Christmas break on January 14 
and run through January 31. 
This year the resident housing 
staff has made several changes in 
lheir programming. One change 
that has been made is to allow the 
multicultural assistants to work 
more directly with the residents. 
The Multicultural Assistants have 
many duties and tasks that they 
are responsible for performing on 
a daily basis. The Multicultural 
Assistants act as a resource for 
the residents to go to with 
questions or concerns. They are 
also there to offer suppon to the 
students who have a hard time 
making the transition from high 
school to college life. 
The Multicultural Assistants 
focus most of their allention on 
issues concerning race, religion, 
gender. sex, and ethnicity. Each 
month the multicultural assistants 
address one of these topics and 
put on pro)!ranh for their 
residents. These programs are 
interactive di-;cussiuns between 
the Multicultural Assistants and 
their residenh This allows the 
students to ask questions and 
voice concerns of problems with 
these issues in the resident 
housing. 
With this month being 
dedicated to Native Americans. 
some of the Multicultural 
Assistants are making bulletin 
boards and putting on programs 
about this topic. Next monlh lhe 
focus will switch to the holidays 
and the Multicultural Assistants' 
plan to discuss different re I igious 
customs and traditions that their 
residents participate in. in. 
The Multicultural Assistants 
feel that this years' freshman 
class has a positive attitude about 
diversity in lhe resident halls. 
Robinson House MA. Shannon 
Ingram responded 
enthusiastically. 
"The freshman this year are so 
eager to learn. They are really 
ready to change their altitudes 
about the differences among the 
residents they live with." said 
Ingram. 
Cope land House\ 
Multicultural Assistant. Tam1k:,a 
Hawk enJoys her posiuon and 
feels positive about her resiJenh 
as well. 
Thuraday, November 21, 1996 • 9 
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CAMPUS L 
Members of Residential Housing Association took part in a regional 
weekend programming 
conference last weekend. 
Seventeen RHA delegates, 
along with two advisors from 
GVSU traveled to Evansville, IN 
for the Great Lakes Affiliate of 
College University Residence 
Halls (GLACURH) conference, 
under the theme, "Makin' Waves 
at the University of Evansville." 
The primary focus was to 
network and to find out what 
works and what doesn't work for 
other schools, and apply those 
factors. 
Students participated in 
workshops for 
Leadership/Motivation, Personal 
Growth, Group Choices/Problem 
Solving, and Diversity. 
Awards were handed out to 
schools for outstanding 
programming among the 48 
schools that participated. 
Representatives were from 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and 
Ontario, Canada. 
GVSU's National Committee 
Coordinator, Chris Sligh 
received NCC of the Year honors. 
He earned a $100 scholarship 
with the award. 
As coordinator, Sligh 
represents Grand Valley's RHA 
pro,grams, and reports . and 
networks with schools across the 
natjon. . .. 
Sligh has held the position for 
nearly two and a half years, and 
is a first-year residential 
assistant. 
Being an RA has allowed him 
to be a resource to students .. 
"You can really make a 
. difference. It's a life experience. I 
like being able to help people," 
said Sligh. 
Three delegates participated in 
a case study at the conference. 
The students were presented with 
a scenario and were asked to 
present a solution. their solution 
earned them a top ten finish. 
Delegate Lexi Moore came 
home with re-energized. 
"I came back motivated and 
pumped up. I am ready to go 
through the rest of the year and 
convince people to get involved 
on campus," said Moore. · · 
RHA has a couple of projects 
in the works. They are \\'.Orking 
on a holiday gift, interactive day 
care day in which parents will 
drop off their kids for a short 
period. A semi formal, and spirit 
challenges at GVSU basketball 
games are also in the works. 
A WORK AT HOME 
OPPORTUNITY 
$S50 PT-$2000 FT · 
Full Training Provided 
(616) 847-1182 · 
. . · .. 
.. 
WANTED ·87 OVERWEIGHT 
PE()P.LKto lose 10-so:IM)Wlds:: 
A~:Natural, Dr. Rec()nuneiided' 
. · ancl 100% GUARANTEED. 
.,~ ·Now: (~1~847-116h\:. 
TULATIONS G.V.S.U. GRADUATES! 
At Otarley's Crab you can enjoy fresh fish, seafood, homade pasta and a wide variety 
of other outstanding entrees as well as a scenic view of the Grand River. 
~ Just down the river from your downtown Grand Rapids campus. 
J"o.,. SPEQAL G.V. S.U. EARLY HOURS! 
' Saturday, December 7, 1996 ~ OPENINGAT2PM 
To help O!lebrate your very spedal day, Owley's is opening early in your honor! 
~ ehaRleqS eRab ~ 
63 Market S.W., Grand Rapids• (616) 459-2500 
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1~» Fredric reminisces about those things they did 
• rFh .~:recently released cp brings listeners back to a time when five Grand Rapids teenagers 
tgµ,-~ed,-pn:._the _rqad to f.qttj~ :with ~h~i._r priginal 60' s rock group · 
·,~;,,,.-.1:,,t,.;/J;-.f.f',.\ ,;; ~. I,\',, , , ', 1-(,' '. • •, ' '~ :'I.,~.,. ir_.J.'t,'l' ,• • •.·,.t• ' ·' ' . 
the group's name changed from Traffic" and "~ed Pier" were 
'.'Yesterday's Children" (the among their most popular bits. 
.·,band's. original name) to ''The McCargar compared his past 
_: Fredric" to ''The Rock Garden," experiences with the band to his 
:: and finally, to "Garden." current profession as an .audio 
, .,,, But the group was unhappy engineer and instructor. 
. ,' with all the unnecessary changes. 
. . ."We had to break our contract 
'·: whb Capitol Records," Thrall 
. · ·said. ''They were trying to change 
: · :our . music and make us into 
, something we weren't. They kept 
,; . changing our name and even put 
Teaching is a way to per-
form really. What you know 
is really like playing in a 
rock 'n roll band. When 
· .. a girl in our band. We didn't want 
I'm standing in front of a 
classroom and a lightbulb 
goes on in a student's 
head, it's like 3,000 people 
applauding." 
'ft.ie~Fredr,ic,'fnm tiadc:'joe.McCargar, B06:Gel1,' Dave Idema; Ron·. 
Bera, and 'Steve Thrall. Photo court,sy of Stsvri ThraN. . 
. . . . 
. . \;'.' · ·. · : · .· short-lived, compared to most, 
· BY MARY GRAFF due to . creative differences, not 
ARTs & EN'IERTAINMENT EDITOR betwee.il , · band members · but 
j~ ':-::. ,' betweeil the band and their 
The 90's is not only a time record lid,el. The late 60's group :of recurring bell bottoms was .comprised of guitarist Bob _ . . and -tie-dyes. It's also a 
·.:.~ .dor,0-] ookirig · back~ at ' the SJ~}!~ ~~~ -p av~ ~~~-~-~n 
~ i~,rsuccesses of the Flower Bera· oo·the organ and bass, Joe 
PQWe"r~m. · McCaigar singing lead vocals, 
Grand Rapids-born band The and Steve Thrall, also-on guitar. 
Fredric's success story seems like The Fredric had quite a 
a cross between the plotline for following, with television spots 
"That Thing You Do" and the and hit songs promoted by 
evolution of Verve Pipe. Capitol Records. The five young 
But this group's success was band members played together 
for six years. During that time, 
WCKS Spotlight 
· ,. a girl in the band." 
· . "We · were being fed these 
· songs, like 'Johnny's Music 
•. Machine,' a formula bubble-gum 
', song with inane instrumenta-
. tion," McCargar said. "We 
wanted to do our own songs. We 
· recorded 'The Winds of South 
. Chicago' but Capitol didn't 
promote it at all." 
According to former Fredric 
··.members, the band's own tunes 
have an unconventional sound. 
"It was British-influenced 
American vocal rock," said 
McCargar, now an audio 
instructor at GVSU. ".Vocal 
groups of the time like The 
Beatles, The Association, and 
Spanky & Our Gang were great 
influences." 
"People say it doesn't sound 
like anything else," Thrall said. 
"It could be because none of us 
really knew each other at first. 
We were all so individualistic so 
the music was the same way. 
Some people call it 'garage 
music' but it's not garage music." 
The 16 songs on the recently 
released Fredric CD showcase 
the band's uniquely original 
sound. Hits like !'Five O'Clock 
--Joe McCargar 
GVSU audio instructor 
· "After The Fredric broke up," 
McCargar said, "I realized that 
being in a highly professional 
family with my father being a 
lawyer and my mother being a 
nurse, I knew I was not destined 
to play bars for the rest of my 
life. My high school and college 
professors had influenced me that 
I might want to teach. 
"Teaching is a way to perform 
really. What you know is really 
like playing in a rock 'n roll 
band. When I'm standing in front 
of a classroom and a ligbtbulb 
goes on in a student's head, it's 
like 3,000 people applauding." 
Mccargar and Thrall, now in 
advertising, haveno doubts as to 
what was the best part about the 
whole experience. 
"Recording at Capitol Records 
in New York," Thrall said. "It 
was all state-of-the-art. When we 
needed string players, we'd get 
musicians from the New York or 
Boston Symphony. And the 
Beatles were recording next to 
us. Joe actually talked to Paul 
McCartney in an elevator once. 
"Everybody recorded at 
Capitol Records," . Thrall 
continued. "We did TV shows 
with other stars, but the highlight 
was being in that studio where all 
these people recorded." 
"Playing with The Boxtops to 
5,000 screaming fans was great," 
McCargar added. 
Would the group ever do a 
reunion concen? 
"I'd do one," Thrall said. "I 
wouldn't do it for fame or money 
or glory but I'd do it to travel." 
Commenting on The Fredric's 
success, though short, Thrall 
added, "Back then, it seemed like 
nothing, but in retrospect, it sure 
was something." 
SHOW: The Big Ass Truck Show 
WHEN: Tuesday nights, 10-11 p.m. ("this week, anyway") 
D.J.'s: Moser J. Johnson and Adam Henige ("we didn't vote for Bob 
Dole") 
Joe McCarpr demonstrates the skill required for successful audio 
production. Photo by Jennifer Ssck. 
·FEATURED MUSIC: Wesley Willis, Prince (The artist formerly 
knQWn as ... ). Propane, Slayer, Patsy Cline, random showtunes on 
demand, and Big Ass Truck (hence, the name of 
~show) 
FORMAT: It's half talk - half music, wacky 
music. 
"'fhe intent of the show is humor," Adam says. ' 
"W~ plaf off callers and they play off us. 
SomeQmes it's funny." 
"It's.whatever the callers want it to be," Mose 
adds. ''If depends on them. If they don't call, it's 
a music show. It's insanely intense. We can go 
from The Wizard of Oz to Def Leppard." 
~'I lost my mind for a minute at one point," 
saysJ.dam. 
~O~BLE SHOWS: Terrible Music Day, 
~Homie Tribute Night. 
"'~ e'play Wesley Wtllis a lot. He plays that w~ Jfe dominates pur airwaves." 
FRJQUENT ·CALLERS: Lars, Brother Brian, 
Heif¥~ .Naked·Cbic~. the Mean House. Wnm CRAZY STRUCTURE? 'Three 
~ -ago, when I was a junior in high school 
~ _Mose was a freshman, I came up to visit," 
Adali.t remembers. "Mose bad a show and we 
~-~ funnest time playing the worst music." 
·~e never looked back," Mose adds. 
· ~ e'd~ the best with what we have. The 
. sbow''i',been in the making for a long time," 
. ·Adamiilld.-
~ - .. :~·, ,._ 
Mose and Adam party Hice rode 'n roll stars. 
PhOto by Jnmy Fr«l/letta. 
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. ViM~:/OON't:::'fdbk;~~ lil ·sciME'ONI. Vool 
I . · .. ;:) ·. . OWN>SlIE...!1' ' ' , 
· .. . ". . ·,,: .. .,, · .. , ., WITH CJ> ·BURGE . · ·· ,: · ,;1, 
• ' , •' , .' ;:' ,• ,,''• • ·, ~•/·-.' ··-·;·<, _;."; /,•;\~. ' .. ·, .' _.,·.\; ,', ,::·,'I '..-•(i • ,('' •·, 
· .~.a* 1;fyo~ p~ : _u_~Q W.~i: . i'.s .:~ -}Burg~~o,bi~e ! :l~~~~~~-~ fj 
~1~ \ didn'.t · take die :·trip to .. Indiimapolis ..for the~ ganie;, the1,N l~: ;.·-
_ KnowJegeable,'s 'famous. {86:·:-~I~r was··~eryi_~elI:-represe~te4:· ;'.·; 
s~ ~ '.!11at:,eY~. -~thougbJ 1i~sgivi~g fs··$tost up<>'n:iJ~, there,~ · t~ 
.still a fe~'I~r~Y,~~!lrds Y~f:to be g!~~n ou.t .. . . ··;::-} 
· . ' . r~I~~~~j>olls~-~~ tiuaa-'. ··• ... · ·.,. . . . . . , . · · --::\ J~'. 
,· ... ==Turke}'.,Award #l:_.Let's:~ turkeynere. G:VSU was depi_ed th~; ,:.:: 
play~ff,s)?n~ ag~~ th,is,y~ar:·~ d IUP;iruide#''once·again: Nqt ~at (,'.! 
;l!~ve ai1yfhing;agai1ist a quality team· lilce IUP., but it-wiahkles:me· ::.\ 
that. these ~callcit footbali programs· can get · aw,y with·. l 0~game f'.. 
:~~~~~d ;;th~n;. h~ ti) g~ to ~ Fe~s S~te Buil~o~ : ~bo'.h~~~ (::;~, ~-~~ ~ atri~ilJ~~ "(Mtl(.~~~~~ ti~;~ ... ~~·-~ .. ~.. ~ •• ~.~~ ho'und 'def~ncl~;; ... 
,' • • ' ( , ,' ', ., '- ' A ~ ,· • ., j • • t · f ( ~, ' ,_,.' • f·' ' '/ ,·•, ! .f ,. ( ' • ' · , ' ·'., '"' · •' ' , "' '. ' , •.. ' . • ·: · , ' ;. · •' 
p?Q'veri once again· that an all-conf~rence schedule can ge:t yo~ in the· ;, .• GVSU won~· _but mlsied the playoffs for tile ·~orwktralpt yeafat 8-3. · Photo by c.o:· Burgs.· 
~; :1;;~~i;:.~;1,#~wtr;~J;. Defense ~atkS llldy eijhttimes in finale' 
.(only, a five-polJlt lossl);,·wbile;F,ems··Jwl. n~ Uth: game. In fact; . '• . . , ' . . •, . . . . 
~~~U sought o~r,;~,ff~~:g~ ,(~~~~', ~}~(ijme tough co~ '. BY C.D. BUR~; ·,.. Anthony Gary bad a team~bigb thing as well as student-athlete, 
iX:tttion . .It wnmk!e~:~ :-~ _~erns.~~~~ -~~ N&!l.ey can get awa~ :: SPORTS EDrroR eight .. tackles with one and those are special moments," 
'With these barelf·Dllilimum:sc;bedules·aod still have at count as much . in~ception. Kelly said. . 
astbosewboplaye<i"'~l games'.' ,· ... ·. ·.-: .. )i)' . /: M' embers of the' GVSU "Wehadtwoweekstofocuson Kinzleragreedwithhiscoach's 
. It' seems we 'can,'iOok,, 'torward to another mul_tiple-touchdown · football' team entered the quarterback," said Potter of sentiments. 
dru~bing when Ferri.~• ·Ulkes on a. real P.O\VerbOlJse .. (like Northc,m . their contest with the . the previous bye week. "If this is our last game," 
Alab~)in the F~ F~ur: YQu play .the ~t, y91i know how to win'. · University of Indianapolis "Kreinhagen was pretty mobile, Kinzler said, "then it's been a 
. =Mey Awani #2:· Look, if we get that same' damn officiating Saturday not knowing if they and that's what kept them in the great five years together. It's a 
crew that we hai against Indianapolis again, .rin gonna s~ would play another game this game." good way to end, especially 
·GVSU defensive lineman Mau Potter got held more than a new.- season. . Offensively, GVSU bad put the beating number one and number 
born baby Saturday; and there were a couple of personal fouls called So, to put an exclamation point game away by halftime, scoring two this year." 
that nobody's explained to me yet. on their season regardless, they three straight touchdowns before GVSU did end up falling short 
==Sm,, congrats to the team for_maki_ng_i~ s~~b a~~ season .. ~y I did what they have done all year: the Greyhounds could answer. of the playoffs, as Midwest 
will have some key lo~ses on defense, but coach Brian Kelly will Rely on a strong defense and · Senior tailback Darnell Jamison Intercollegiate Athletic 
have Jeff Fox, Bruce Calhoun, Jason 'lrlce, and a healthy line. Oh, offensive timing. scored on a three-yard run, while Conference (MIFC) champion 
by the way, I really wouldn't want to be St. Francis next year. That's exactly what happened end Jerrod Sanders and wideout Ferris State was the only 
. --Allendale, Michigan in a 28-14 regular-season ending Bryan Butcher bad touchdown conference representative to taste 
-Since it is that time of year when one eats, watches the Lions road victory over the host catches before halftime. the post-season. For the third 
stink up the joint, then falls asleep because Ibey bate Dallas anyway, Greyhounds in front of 1,000 Indianapolis was in the game straight year, the Lakers finished 
I might as well give tbailks to all the'imponant stuff. people at Key Stadium. briefly with a Kreinhagen pass to second in the conference at 8-2. 
I AM THANKFUL FOR... The Laker defense was in Indy junior tailback Many Heelam, Fox finished as the 
... all those coaches w_bo have taken die time to talk to my writ- quarterback Kevin Krcinbagen\s but Laker quarterback Jeff Fox conference's second-best passer 
ers and me about their teams. You make' our jobs so much easier by face all day, sacking him eight responded with another Butcher at 233 yards-per-game. Junior 
being co-operative. times and causing five turnovers. passing score after a turnover. wideout Jason Trice was the the 
... rnomeilts Ute Saturday, when the parents of GVSU football They also held IU to 261 total Fox finished the day with 233 fourth-best receiver, with 521 
players wait outside the locker rooDi for them. That must be pretty yards, including 11 yards yards io the air. yards. Potter finished with 15 
special. rushing. Indianapolis would get one sacks, one short of Ashland's 
... my writers._Without you guys busting your.rear ends to get GVSU head coach Brian Kelly more score late, but it wasn't Bubba Harris. Kicker Doug 
things done, I would have no section to put forth. thought the Greyhound offense enough. Kochanski set GVSU records for 
... Kristin Shoup, one of our staff photographers. She always was as bad as the Laker defense "This really is a team thing," field goals ( 13) and field goals 
gets things done when I ask her to, and the shots are what I need. was good. said Kinzler, who finished as the per game (1.18). 
Good photography is never extraneous. "I didn't think their offense second all-time leading tackler in As a team, Grand Valley 
... Jay Smith and Claudette Charney, men's and women's bas- was very impressive today," the GVSU history. "We knew \hat we ranked first in total and scoring 
ketball coaches. Their youth and energy has put life back into the coach said. "Kreinhagen had to step it up in the second defense in the MIFC, while 
programs, and that's something that had been lacking for awhile. scrambles around, and they're half, and the offense did it when achieving the fourth most prolific 
... Athletes like Jason Klnzler, Anthony Gary, Matt Potter, bound to make some plays. If they had to, too." offense in the conference. 
Jenni Thatcher, Theresa Richardson, MeU&.ffl Ide, Jason they didn't bold us, Matt Potter The game meant a lot to Kelly The game was also the last for 
PoweD, and Kevin Elliott. Thanks for putting your time in and Jet- would have had 15 sacks today." and the seniors, as the game several fourth-and fifth-year 
ting us W'1Ch you do your thing. Potter, a senior captain could be their last for them seniors. They include Corey 
... our Business Manager, nm Dlsler, for allowing me to give possibly playing in bis last game, together. Sanders, Anthony Gary, Paul 
him a severe butt-whipping in racketball this week. Being that I sacked the passer three times and "Our seniors, for me especially, Siembida, Obleton Perry, Darnell 
just report the sports, it's nice when I can show a little athletic . finished with five · tackles. have some very special thi~gs. I Jamison, Todd Hartman, Jason 
prowess of my own. Another senior captain, thanked them for everything they Kinzler, Bob McCrea, Jason 
... you readers, especially. Nothing geeks me out more than to linebacker Jason Kinzler, tallied gave to our program. I think they Bivens, Bryan Butcher, Noah 
here somebody say that they like what we're doing here, and they five, while senior cornerback benefited from the eoach-player Menerey, and Matt Potter. 
enjoy reading the Laothom. We really do it for you readers, despite 
what you may have beard. 
-'lbe Lantbom Office 
-1 w.as jusJ going over the All-Academic team lists, and I thought 
there were some people that deserved mention. These folks would be 
Juon Klnzler and Paul Siembida for making the MIFC first team. 
Also to Lori Janssen. of the volleyball team for making the All-
GUAC second ~- You guys have certainly earned your place. 
-n seems that our computer systems around the office have been 
put into worldhg order, so that the incredibly-annoying litches that 
Macintoshes m famous for won't happen as often. 
While) rejoycejn., fact that things won't take three or so hours 
to print_ out anymort;· I tbint tbal our soon-to-be leaving Ans and 
·Eora.taioment F.ditor, Mary Graff will be sad that she won't be here 
· -~ ~ .N'ailJBP.,of ouinew technology. If things are fixed, who do 
·w, ·-~_._w.:_, to,.~~ -• screw-ups 011? 
,\ tl ..... ·,r ,. ),.,, • • ..... ~J·f- •. ,· 4; • 4. • • • 
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l..aker swimmhlgteams fall short 
BY DOUGLAS LIPINSKI 
STAFF WR11ER 
Grand Valley State's swimming teams finished second in the 
women's competition and placed 
third in the men's competition at 
the University of Findlay 
Quadrangular. 
The Laker men finished third 
out of four teams with 374.5 team 
points compared to first place 
Ashland's 417.5 team points. 
Freshman driver Shawn Watkins 
won the one-meter diving with a 
200-yard freestyle with a time of 
1:51.49. 
. On the women's side, Grand 
Valley· ear:ned · .se~o~ pll\ce, just 
78 points behind Ashland. Carly 
Shepard led the Lakers with a 
first place finish ~ the I-meter 
diving with 238.28 points and 
talcing first place in the 3-meter 
diving competitions. Jayna Kuni 
woo the 100-yard breaststroke 
and was third in the 200-yard 
breaststroke. Also contributing to 
the Lakers' second place finish 
was Jodi Wilkinson who tied for 
first in the 100-yard backstroke 
and placed second in the 200-
yard backstroke. 
The depth of Ashland and 
Findlay was too much for the 
Lakers to over come. Both 
Ashland and Findlay are full-
scholarship teams compared to 
GVSU, where its swimming 
program is a non-scholarship 
sport 
"We swam very well for this 
phase of the season," said head 
coach Dewey Newsome. Grand 
Valley hosts Wayne State and 
Hillsdale on Friday before 
traveling to Alma oo Saturday. 
score of 223.28, and was second .------~--~!!!!1!1'"11!!111111~~!!'1!~~~---. 
in the three-meter diving with Attent1· on GV SU Men. 
193.58 points. Jim Wilkinson • 
pfrlaced secondaimed~n theth~ood _-yarthd, T E . 
eestyle and cl If m e 1 
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-~ IN MONEY HA,a,LJNG, 
SUGGSmVS SLLJN9 &
CU"1'0MSR SSIMCS 
Laker forward Joe Modclfflnlft ldes. o the: hoop· aplrid'. Madonna. .'.', 
M~ scond 35 In the GYSU victory. Photo IT/ Krtalin Shoup .
~YM9 8.itm111:la& 
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.'t.· . STAR GRAND RAPIDS 
196 & r1LPIN€ r1\1€NU€ -
785-8400 
-----------------------------------~---~ I I 
I LARGE 16 inch Pizza I I I i with chase f OT $5.00 ! 
+$LOO for ea.ch additionaC topping. J 
I 
COUPON l 
J 
For coClt9e students only No Limit I 
Acupt coupons of compttitors in AfCtndale a~~ :· 
---------------------------------.------·· 
STAR HOLLAND 
OUTLETS AT HOLLAND 
394-5774 
ATTENTION 
We have current information con-
cerning abortion. infanticide. assist-
ed suicide. euthanasia. adoption, 
and Crisis Pregnancy Centers. 
Contact Right to Life of Holland 
Area. 100 S. Waverly Rd., Holland, 
Ml., 49423. Phone 396-1037 Our 
Website: http:// www.rtl.org E-
mail: info@rtl.org (4-17) 
. . 
OPPORTUNITY 
For only $0.10 per word you can 
· place a lanthorn classified ad. Call 
· the Lanthom office at 895-2460, or 
stop in to 100 Commons. tf 
Spring Break '97. Book now and 
save! Lowest prices to Florida, 
· Jamaica; Cancun, Bahamas, and 
. Carnival Crusies. Now hiring campus 
reps! Endl-. Summer ·Tours· 1-
Q-234-7007 Jay 156791. (2-20) 
Start your own instructi<mal video 
business-now! Make big money with 
our catalog's featuring the world's 
best how-to videos and CD-ROMs. 
Free brochure. call 1-800-262-3822 
Dept. 91880. (12-121 
An internet business! Own an 
instructional video and CD-ROM 
store on the world wide web, com-
plete order taking and shipping sup-
port. NO INVENTORY NEEDED! Free 
brochure call 1-800-262-3822 Dept. 
91880. (12-12) 
Law · Enforcement Careers 
Nationwide : 
Po I ice/Pro ba tion/Correctio n s/ 
Security You need the .Lati 
fnforcement fmployment Montbl~ 
Free Information: 810-852-9195 (12-
12) 
SAVE MONEY ON TRAVEL! 
Airlines, Hotels, Cruises, more 
MAKE MONEY ON TRAVEL! No-
risk income & Fund Raiding 
Opportunities · Gciqd Iife'-Unlimit~a 
887-2120 800-895-2959 (4-17) 
. · . .-
Spring'°iJr.-k-&.e info. packet op 
· toQr· compante.,t 1'el,r;'l18ttv'•~ 
ules, dQn't book ·without it!!! Si 7-
339-3939:(1,Z--S) · · . 
·HELP WANTED 
Gazelle Sports is looking for active 
sports and fitness enthu~iasts who 
are highly motivated, genuinely con-
cerned about others, excited about 
quality merchandise and committed 
to go the extra mile .for each cus-
tomer. We are hiring full and part-
time sales taff for our stores located 
in downtown Holland and the East 
Paris Shoppes. We offer competitive 
compensation based on experience 
and ability, flexible scheduling, plus 
employee discounts. For an applica-
tion. stop by or call Gazelle Sports 24 
West 8th St Holland, Ml 494243 
(6161 392-2282 or Gazelle Sports 
3987 28th St SE Grand Rapids, Ml 
49512 (6161940-9888. (11-21) 
Warehouse Crew Needed tor T-
shirt distributor to pull and check 
customer orders. Great part-time 
opportunity for College Students. 
We will work around your school 
schedule! We offer: Flexible start 
times for Part-time such as 4 PM to 
close (close is usually between 9 
PM and 11 PM) or 2 PM to close. 
etc. M-F. 6.50/hr .. . plus earn addi-
For all those who send complaints. tional money every week through 
opinions and con~tf.ls ·w· friends our incentive program. and get 
through e-mail. send them to some- wholesale prices on T-shirts. sweat-
one who can help y~ ma~e .a.djffer-. shirts and more! Clean and friendly 
ence. The Lanthom. wants JQ:'bear . . work environment great crew. great 
frQ_m you. Please ~!~.,Robin~a\·895'., t management. oweekends! Please 
2464. i. -. · , ,. · ·. apply in person. From GVSU go east 
~
1 
_; : ) ' '. . :._: _·. • (right) on Lake Mich Dr.; North on 
WHERE THE SON Sijl~ES· It's where-Covel (left); left at Walker Ave, left 
you want to bel-llft{ij~.ailtel;-.. to 2686 Northridge Dr. (Northridge 
co.nlt/•WIN (1· 16f-·· . , J ; . · Dr. is located between 3and 4 mile 
.,._. __;. rds.) Don't miss this great job oppor-
. . - tunityl 0• S...,. EOE. 
• ' ;.. ; • i ' ' . 0 I' f ~ ' 
-~ ·~_.... ' ... \
Thllr~ay, ·No:Vetnbe~-ii, · lMtlo 
' ,· ., .J.l ' . ..I '
Attention !II Anyone interested in 
Law Enforcement? Michigan 
National Guard has opening in their 
Military police unit. No experience 
necessary. $2,500 bonus to join for 
limited time. Call SFC Joesph 
Levandoski at 249-2626. (11-21) 
NEED CASH? Michigan ·National 
Guard has $2,500 bonus to join for 
critical job openings. SFC Joseph 
Levandoski at 249-2626. (11-21 I 
FOR SALE 
For Sale: 1988 Dodge Omni front 
wheel drive, 4 door, only 65,000 
miles, great condition, o rust Must 
sell. $1700. 0. Call 776-3658 (can 
leave message). (11-21) 
Desk-Executive Wood, Excellent 
Condition Modern Design $325.00·or 
best offer Originally $1,500 Call 
(616)957-3691(11-211 
Cat Scratcher Pedastal 2 tier 
Carpeted 26~H $1 s:oo or best offer. 
(616)957-3691(11-21) 
'-
3691(11-21 I 
Litter Box Deluxe with hood. 19" by 
151/2 by 3/4" $25.00 or best offer 
(616)957-3691(11-21) 
HOUSING 
Allendale off campui student 
housing, five minutes· aw~ from 
campus,· 4 large single family 
houses-with. garage,. 4-~o 6 bed-
·JOOllll,.frethly cleaned, painted, 
end ~emodeleii;· ippiiinc11 
include~. SUJOO to 1350 per 
monih~ -available immediately, 
caU895-6873. (12-121 
Do I have the girl for you! Of course 
she's a bit old-fashioned, I guess you 
would say she's Victorian. She has 
classic lines with her gently curved 
front por~h. and fine detailing. Her 
larg·~ roOin$ will suit even .the largest 
famiiy· and' :entertain dozens at a 
time. This 1s a home you ,v~ill ·enjoy 
for years to come,· she is· braQd· new 
and near' Allendale's. ·new. high 
school. Century 21 · Landmark Joni 
Barbrick 874-2121..01/211 
' ' . 
' 
Needed: Female to take over lease 
Freezer -GE No Frost 18 cubic feet ASAP! Fillmore Townhouse. Has 2 
Color: White, Price: $75.00 (6161957-bedrooms 1 1/2-bathrooms and 3 
£effoYers 
, (;, _, .:.---.... • • .I I ·a:...;,,~/,•. £' < __, \ 
other -roomies. Only 3 minutes away 
from GVSU campus I Rent is· $1_87'.50 
per month plus utilities. lflnterested 
please call (616) 662.502((1·1-21) 
FOR RENT: Hudsonville /Jenison. 2 
bedroom townhouse. Washer/Dryer 
dishwasher, central air; attached 
garage, slider to deck 1 1/2. ba{hs. 
Pets okay. Available immediately. 
$585/mo. 669-6866 
ANNOUNCE.MENT 
Congratulations to the -n~i1/ i~·tl~t-
ed brothers of Delta Sigma Pi: Kendal 
Arthur, LaTrina Dixon, Christie 
Fredette, Ryan Goodin, Jennifer 
Heinze. Natasha Marzette, Kalyn 
Redlowski, Darian Richardson, _Arrr-t 
Simon, Richard Slede, Amber Van 
Landschoot, Alicia Vaughn.(11-21) 
To Brenda. 
(my .Granddaughter and my best 
friend) 
A million thanks for your love and 
kindness-pushing my wheelchair 
many miles so I could visit the cam-
pus, museums, movies and through 
hundreds ofstores. I'll miss you and 
love you. Keep smiling! Have a 
Happy Thanksgiving. Love, Gram. 
(11-21) 
by Nate Scott 
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Finally, 
you won't mind 
being 
carded. 
Now w k,Ylv yCJ1/4 vtSt y()v(}" Vis~· c~r-ci, 
y(Jl/4' U s~vt f 13 ~t- r-kse t&cces. 
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